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Welcome
The SIAM UKIE National Student Chapter Conference is an annual conference
organised by one of the SIAM Student chapters in the UK and Ireland. The Manchester chapter hosted the first such event back in 2012, and we are proud to welcome
back the 8th National Conference in sunny Manchester.
The conference aims to bring together applied mathematics students from all
over the UK and Ireland. Students have the opportunity to broaden their network
and present their research to a wide audience.
There will be 4 plenary speakers, more than 20 student talks and 15 student
posters. Our conference follows the SIAM Statement on Inclusiveness and the IMA
Diversity Statements, and we aim to create a welcoming and inclusive environment
for all the participants. This booklet contains the programme of the conference and
abstracts for all talks and posters.
We are grateful to Auto Trader, Data Science Institute, IMA, MathWorks, NAG,
N Brown, Overleaf and SIAM for sponsoring the conference. More information on
our sponsors is given later in this booklet. We hope you enjoy the event.
Manchester SIAM Student Chapter
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Programme
Monday, June 10th
10:00 - 10:30 Coffee & Registration
10:30 - 11:30 Plenary Talk 1: Prof. Magnus Rattray
11:30 - 12:45 Student Session 1A · Student Session 1B
12:45 - 13:45 Lunch
13:45
15:00
15:45
17:00
19:00

-

15:00
15:45
16:45
18:30
20:30

Student Session 2A · Student Session 2B
Coffee
Plenary Talk 2: Prof. Andrew Wathen
Poster Session & Wine Reception
Conference Meal at Zouk Tea Bar & Grill

Tuesday, June 11th
09:30 - 10:30 Plenary Talk 3: Dr Aretha Teckentrup
10:30 - 11:00 Coffee
11:00 - 12:15 Student Session 3A · Student Session 3B
12:15 - 13:15 Lunch
13:15 - 14:30 Student Session 4A · Student Session 4B
14:30 - 15:30 Plenary Talk 4: Dr Leonardo Robol
15:30 - 16:00 Prizes & Closing Remarks
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Sponsors
Auto Trader
Auto Trader is the UK and Ireland’s largest digital automotive marketplace, bringing
together the largest and most engaged consumer audience with the largest pool of
vehicle sellers.
With over 10 million transactions each year, the journey of buying or selling a car
is often complex and inefficient. Auto Trader addresses this by driving efficiencies
in the marketplace.
Auto Trader exists to lead the digital future of the UK automotive marketplace.
They aim to improve the process of buying and selling vehicles in the UK, by continually evolving the ecosystem to provide a better experience for consumers, retailers
and manufacturers alike. You can find out more about them, and the jobs on offer
here: https://careers.autotrader.co.uk/

Data Science Institute
Manchester’s Data Science Institute acts as an access point to the University’s expertise in data science, facilitates interactions between data science researchers and
problem holders, owns the University’s data science strategy, and aims to deliver
sustainable support for the community.
Manchester has an engaged data science community of over 600 investigators,
with methodologists embedded in Schools across the University addressing problems
in extracting meaning from data, managing data volume, the variety of data used
in analyses, the velocity with which it is produced and the veracity of those data.
Data science has a home in all three of the University’s faculties (Science and Engineering; Humanities; Biology, Medicine & Health Sciences). Their expertise covers
the complete data science life-cycle: from information management, through analytics, to practical applications. A key feature of their approach is very close coupling
between methodologists and translational scientists, drawing on strength-in-depth
in real-world applications of data science. This creates a virtuous circle, where challenging real-world problems drive the methodology research agenda, whilst providing
a natural route to exploiting new algorithms and methods.
To find out more and stay up to date with the latest news and events visit
www.datascience.manchester.ac.uk.
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The Institute of Mathematics and its Applications
The Institute of Mathematics and its Applications (IMA) exists to support the
advancement of mathematical knowledge and its applications and to promote and
enhance mathematical culture in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, for the public
good.
It is the professional and learned society for qualified and practising mathematicians, with a membership of around 5,000 comprising of mathematicians from all
sectors, as well as those with an interest in mathematics. Join IMA at https:
//ima.org.uk/

MathWorks
MathWorks is the leading developer of mathematical computing software for engineers and scientists. Founded in 1984, MathWorks employs over 4000 people in 16
countries, with headquarters in Natick, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
MathWorks produces mathematical computing software for engineers, scientists,
mathematicians, and researchers. MATLAB, the language of technical computing, is
a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis, visualization,
and numeric computation. Simulink is a graphical environment for simulation and
Model-Based Design of multidomain dynamic and embedded systems. They produce
nearly 100 additional products for specialized tasks such as data analysis and image
processing.
MathWorks expresses who they are as an organization through their guiding
principle, mission, and core values. Developed over time, each represents a philosophy or goal that is intrinsically important to the organization. Find out more about
MathWorks at https://uk.mathworks.com/

NAG
With decades of experience and expertise to draw upon, the Numerical Algorithms
Group (NAG) is one of the world’s most prominent and well-regarded numerical
software companies. They are perhaps best known for the NAG Library, a collection
of robust, efficient and extensively tested numerical algorithms for solving complex
mathematical problems. However they offer much more in addition to this, with
expertise across all areas of high-performance computing and numerical software
engineering. Founded in the 1970s as an academic collaboration between British
universities, they are a not-for-profit company, with all revenues from their products
and consultancy work being reinvested into further research and development.
Ties between NAG and the University of Manchester run deep and it is no
coincidence that one of their five worldwide offices is located in this city. Over
the years, their engineers have worked closely with researchers in the School of
Mathematics, transforming their cutting-edge numerical algorithms into software
that people can actually use. In turn NAG have a long tradition of supporting
research in the School at all levels through collaborations, grants and prizes. In
particular, they have sponsored the SIAM-IMA student chapter’s annual conference
every year since its inception, and this year is no exception. Their website is https:
//www.nag.co.uk/.
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N Brown
N Brown is one of the UK’s leading digital retailers behind the Simply Be, Jacamo,
JD Williams and Ambrose Wilson brands. They are focussed on being an industry
leader in Fit, offering well fit on-trend clothes inclusive of often underserved age and
size customer groups.
Data is at the heart of what they do and has been identified as a fundamental
pillar to their strategy for future growth. Building on their heritage as a data-driven
company a new Data Division has been created to exploit the Data Science capability
for the group. They are building a world class team and infrastructure and are looking to expand with two Data Scientists to help them succeed. Apply at https:
//www.jobtrain.co.uk/jdwilliams5/internal/displayjob.aspx?jobid=4139.

Overleaf
Overleaf is a free, collaborative, cloud-based LaTeX editor which makes the process of writing, editing and publishing scientific documents quicker and easier. This
intuitive online platform has seen rapid adoption across science and research, and
Overleaf’s award-winning collaboration technology is now in use by over 4 million
researchers, students and technical writers in institutions, labs and industry worldwide. It’s simple and intuitive to use – all you need is a web browser – try it out
and use it for free at https://www.overleaf.com.

SIAM
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) is a nonprofit organization
of 14,500+ individual members. Almost 500 academic, manufacturing, research and
development, service and consulting, government, and military organizations worldwide are institutional members. They foster the development of applied mathematical and computational methodologies needed in various application areas. Applied
mathematics, in partnership with computational science, is essential in solving many
real-world problems. Through publications, research and community, their aim is to
build cooperation between mathematics and the worlds of science and technology.
Join SIAM at https://www.siam.org/.
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Invited Speakers
Gaussian process inference for biological time-series and
pseudotime-series
Prof. Magnus Rattray
School of Health Sciences, The University of Manchester

Gaussian process (GP) inference provides a flexible nonparametric probabilistic modelling framework. I will present examples of GP inference applied to time
series gene expression data and for single-cell high-dimensional ‘snapshot’ expression data. I will show how GPs can be used to identify dynamic genes, model
replicated and clustered time series and model perturbations or branching in time
series data. For the case of single-cell expression data we recently developed a scalable implementation of the Gaussian process latent variable model, which can be
used for dimensionality reduction and pseudo-time inference from single-cell RNAsequencing data [1]. We have also introduced an approach to inference of branching
dynamics in single-cell data [2]. To scale up inference in these applications we use
sparse variational Bayesian inference algorithms to deal with large matrix inversions
and intractable likelihood functions.
References
[1] Ahmed, S., Rattray, M., & Boukouvalas, A. (2018). GrandPrix: Scaling up the
Bayesian GPLVM for single-cell data. Bioinformatics, 35(1), 47-54.
[2] Boukouvalas, A., Hensman, J., & Rattray, M. (2018). BGP: identifying genespecific branching dynamics from single-cell data with a branching Gaussian
process. Genome biology, 19(1), 65.
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Plenary Talk 1
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
Monday 10th ,
10:30 - 11:30

Plenary Talk 2
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
Monday 10th ,
15:45 - 16:45

Preconditioning for Nonsymmetric Toeplitz Matrices with
Application to Time-Dependent PDEs
Prof. Andrew Wathen
Mathematical Institute, University of Oxford

This talk is about the iterative solution of linear systems of equations - such methods
are widely used for systems of large dimension. We will describe why nonsymmetric coefficient matrices present much greater theoretical difficulties than symmetric
ones in general, but present a simple approach for nonsymmetric Toeplitz (constant diagonal) matrices which carries the same convergence guarantees as in the
symmetric case. We then apply this approach in the context of discretisations of
time-dependent PDE problems.
This is joint work with Elle McDonald (CSIRO, Australia), Jennifer Pestana
(Strathclyde University, UK) and Anthony Goddard (Durham University, UK).

Plenary Talk 3
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
Tuesday 11th ,
09:30 - 10:30

Surrogate Models in Large-Scale Bayesian Inverse Problems
Dr Aretha Teckentrup
School of Mathematics, The University of Edinburgh

We are interested in the inverse problem of estimating unknown parameters in a
mathematical model from observed data. We follow the Bayesian approach, in which
the solution to the inverse problem is the probability distribution of the unknown
parameters conditioned on the observed data, the so-called posterior distribution.
We are particularly interested in the case where the mathematical model is non-linear
and expensive to simulate, for example given by a partial differential equation.
In this talk, we consider the use of surrogate models to approximate the Bayesian
posterior distribution. We present a general framework for the analysis of the error
introduced in the posterior distribution, and discuss particular examples of surrogate
models such as Gaussian process emulators and randomised misfit approaches.

Plenary Talk 4
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
Tuesday 11th ,
14:30 - 15:30

Rank Structures in Matrix Equations and Matrix Functions
Dr Leonardo Robol
Department of Mathematics, University of Pisa

Low-rank matrices (and tensors) appear often in applications, and this can be
exploited in several ways to treat large scale problems that would be otherwise
unfeasible. It has been known for a long time that in some applications, such as the
solution of the Sylvester equation AX +XB +C = 0, working with low-rank C often
leads to a solution X which is full rank, but can be efficiently approximated by a
low-rank matrix. This can be used, among other things, in solving PDEs defined by
∂2
∂2
separable operators, such as the 2D Laplace operator ∆ := ∂x
2 + ∂y 2 on rectangular
domains.
We briefly review some of these results, and the connection with some rational
approximation problems. We show that these structures appear in a multitude of
interesting cases. For instance, the same properties can be found when modifying
the coefficients of linear matrix equations by performing low-rank updates to their
8

coefficients, and the theory can be extended to more general matrices which have
off-diagonal blocks of low-rank.
Time permitting, we discuss some recent developments that allow us to prove the
existence of low-rank structures in the action of functions of matrices that have a
Kronecker sum structure, such as x = f (A⊗I +B T ⊗I)v, for particularly structured
vector v. An efficient algorithm for the approximation of the vector x, reshaped in
matrix form, is given. This has found applications in extending the ideas used for
the Laplace operator and 2D PDEs to more general nonlocal operators, such as the
fractional Laplacian.
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Student Speakers
Parallel Session 1A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
11:30 - 11:55

Droplet Spreading, Chemically Treated Surfaces and
Mathematics. Can We Beat Supercomputers?
Danny Groves
School of Mathematics, Cardiff University

Whether it’s the raindrops on your car’s windshield, or the water running off a plant
leaf, we frequently encounter the rich physics behind droplet motion and yet remain
unaware of its impact on the modern world. For many decades this class of phenomena has fascinated academics from all areas of science and engineering, furthermore,
this interest has brought the development of new technologies such as ink-jet printers, and the design of self cleaning surfaces. From a mathematical point of view
this area leads to some interesting and yet complex equations, where solutions rely
on powerful computers with long simulation times. In many configurations where
large amounts of simulations are required we cannot afford these high computing
costs, therefore emphasis must also be placed on powerful mathematical methods,
such as matched asymptotic analysis, to develop simpler models that retain key
physical mechanisms. Using these methods we can determine solutions to the complicated equations at much faster rates, with an example simulation being 250,000
times faster than a supercomputer simulation. This simpler model can potentially
assist in the design of surface features for experimental study, help us further understand the key physics behind droplet motion, and advance the development of
new technologies.
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Improved Wall Boundary Methods for DualSPHysics
Aaron English
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

Parallel Session 1A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
11:55 - 12:20

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a meshfree Lagrangian CFD method
for the simulation of fluid flows. As a particle method SPH gives good results
for free surface and highly deformable flows without any correction to the basic
method. However, the use of wall boundary conditions in SPH can be difficult due
to the Lagrangian nature of the particles, as such accurate and boundary conditions
have been identified as a Grand Challenge by SPHERIC, the ERCOFTAC Special
Interest Group for SPH. A number of different approaches exist, in three main types:
(i) boundary repulsive forces, (ii) boundary formed of fluid like particles and (iii)
boundary integrals. In the open source code DualSPHysics a boundary method
called the Dynamic Boundary Condition (DBC), an example of type (ii), is used.
DBC can be employed to create complex geometries and gives good results for some
real engineering problems. The DBC method however does have some drawbacks
including evolution of unphysical pressures and densities in the boundary particles
and unphysically large boundary layers. In this presentation an improvement of the
DBC method will be described, through the use of ghost particles mirrored into
the fluid domain. With this approach the limitations of DBC are rectified. In the
presentation the original and improved methods for DBC are compared for a number
of 2D benchmark test cases including still water, Poiseuille and Couette flows.

Geometry-Dependent Simple Shear
James Blackwell1 , M. Mc Garrigle2 , Y. K. Du3 , V. Balbi3 , M. Destrade3
1 School

of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway
Engineering, College of Engineering and Informatics, NUI Galway
3 School of Physics, NUI Galway

2 Biomedical

The author asked the committee not to upload his abstract.
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Parallel Session 1A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
12:20 - 12:45

Parallel Session 1B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
11:30 - 11:55

Homogenization Approximations for Advection-Dominated
Solute Transport in a spatially disordered domain
George Price, Oliver Jensen
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

Solute transport in nature often takes place in spatially complex domains with inherently random structures. To evaluate the effects of stochastic variability, we
study a simple model involving unidirectional flow past a one-dimensional array of
randomly located point sinks, which remove solute via first order kinetics. We focus
on the case where advection dominates diffusion, which causes concentration fields
to become non-smooth, with boundary layers forming upstream of each sink. We
extend a homogenization approximation (Russell & Jensen, IMA J. Appl. Math.
2019, hxz004) using a Green’s function method to evaluate corrections arising due
to discrete and disordered sink locations, which is tested against Monte Carlo simulation. The solute field develops a staircase structure, with (co)variances that are
either smooth or exhibit spikes, depending on the degree of disorder in sink locations. This approach allows us to characterise uncertainty in net solute transfer in
models of physiological transport.

Parallel Session 1B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
11:55 - 12:20

Compartmentalised Signalling of Intracellular Calcium In
Plants
Hayley Mills, Prof. Rüdiger Thul, Dr Darren Wells
School of Mathematical Sciences, The University of Nottingham

Calcium signals are a key component of numerous cellular processes in plants, from
growth to adaptation to adverse environmental conditions. These subcellular signalling pathways often result in gene transcription and hence the expression of traits
on a whole plant scale. These traits often have a formidable influence on crop
productivity, for example, the immune response triggered by detection of external
pathogens is encoded through transient calcium elevations of a specific amplitude,
duration and periodicity.
Along with typical cytosolic calcium signals it has been found that, for certain
processes, this patterning is generated autonomously within the nucleus by means
of the coordinated flux of ions between nuclear compartments across the adjoining
peri-nuclear membrane. We develop a novel 3-dimensional spatiotemporal model of
nuclear plant calcium dynamics to provide a greater understanding of the mechanisms of signal generation and resulting patterning within the cell. The results of
which have the potential to direct crop optimization strategies of the future.
A Green’s function approach is adopted in solving the coupled partial differential
equations for the reactions and diffusion of calcium, which allows us to propagate
concentrations forward in space and time. Using this method, our equations within
each compartment are first solved semi-analytically. This has the advantage of reducing numerical complexity and provides a framework for computationally inexpensive
simulations.
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Boundary Noise in Chua Circuit
Eoghan J. Staunton, Dr Petri T. Piiroinen
School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway

In a smooth dynamical system the characteristics of a given reference trajectory can
be determined, to lowest order, by examining the linearised system about the trajectory. This form of analysis cannot be directly used in nonsmooth systems as the
vector field is not everywhere differentiable, or the flow function is discontinuous [1].
In this talk we introduce a method for the linearisation of discontinuous systems
with stochastically oscillating boundaries, and show how the method can be used to
estimate their dynamics [2]. We focus on the analysis of a discontinuous variant of
the Chua circuit as an example. The Chua circuit is a nonlinear electronic circuit
created with the aim of being the simplest autonomous circuit capable of generating
chaos and was the first physical system for which the presence of chaos was shown
experimentally, numerically and mathematically [3]. Here we apply noise to the
discontinuity boundaries generated by the piecewise-linear voltage-current response
of Chua’s diode and analyse its effects on periodic attractors close to bifurcation
points. In particular, we show that we can use the method to accurately predict the
noise amplitude required to destroy attractors and merge pairs of attractors.
[Supported by the Irish Research Council (GOIPG/2015/3500).]
References
[1] M. Bernardo, C. Budd, A. R. Champneys, P. Kowalczyk. Piecewise-Smooth
Dynamical Systems: Theory and Applications, Springer, 2008.
[2] E. J. Staunton, P. T. Piiroinen. Estimating the Dynamics of Systems with
Noisy Boundaries. Submitted, 2019.
[3] L. O. Chua, M. Komuro, T. Matsumoto. The double scroll family. IEEE Trans.
Circuits Syst., 33(11):1072–1118, 1986.
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Parallel Session 1B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
12:20 - 12:45

Parallel Session 2A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
13:45 - 14:10

An Iterative Data Assimilation and Inversion Approach for
Non-local Field Dynamics
Jehan Alswaihli
University of Reading

Modelling dynamical systems mathematically is a challenge and an inspiration to
researchers from different fields such as physics, mathematics, engineering, computer
science, medical science and neuroscience. In recent years, contributions from those
fields have converged together to improve modelling and understanding of dynamical
systems. The need to understand the neural field activity for realistic living systems
is a current challenging task in neuroscience. The problem consists of two parts:
the state estimation which needs a reconstruction of the structural information and
the reconstruction which needs an estimation of the state. In this work, our main
target is to build an iterative approach to determine both parts of our problem in an
iterative approach. Firstly, we provide an integral equation approach to reconstruct
the kernel or the neural connectivity in the case where the neural activity is governed
by a delayed neural field equation. We reformulate this inverse problem into a family
of integral equations of the first kind. This problem is known as the inverse neural
field problem. Then, due to the ill-posedness of the inverse problem, we employ
spectral regularization techniques for its stable solution and study its sensitivity
analysis. Secondly, we apply 3D-Var to estimate the state using some measurements.
This is a data assimilation approach which is dealing with the repeated estimation
of the dynamical state of a system. We introduce the iterative approach of inversion
and data assimilation and develop the analysis of its convergence. Finally, numerical
examples are provided to support our discussion.

Parallel Session 2A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
14:10 - 14:35

Adaptive Regularization Parameter Choice Rules for
Large-Scale Problems
Malena Sabaté, Dr Silvia Gazzola
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Bath

Inverse problems are ubiquitous in many areas of Science and Engineering and lead,
once discretised, to ill-conditioned linear systems, often of huge dimensions. In order
to obtain a meaningful approximation of their solutions, one might decide to add
regularisation. After briefly surveying some standard regularisation methods, I will
talk about a new class of adaptive regularization parameter choice strategies that
can be efficiently applied when regularizing large-scale linear inverse problems using
a combination of projection onto Krylov subspaces and Tikhonov regularization,
and that can be regarded as special instances of bilevel optimization methods. The
links between Gauss quadrature and Golub-Kahan bidiagonalization are exploited
to prove convergence results for some of the considered approaches, and numerical
tests are shown to give insight.
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Through-the-Wall Radar Imaging using a Level Set Approach Parallel Session 2A
Gabriele Incorvaia1 , Dr Oliver Dorn1 , Dr F. Watson2
1 School

of Mathematics, The University of Manchester
2 Dstl

Through-the-Wall Radar Imaging is an application which has received much attention recently in the scientific community. It can be used for assisting in rescue
operations, for monitoring hostile activities inside buildings and detecting targets
behind walls. In the frequency regime of interest often multiple scattered fields
need to be taken into account. This renders the underlying inverse problem highly
non-linear.
In this presentation, we apply a level set based approach to the imaging of
activities and structures hidden behind walls. We distinguish between environmental
features (e.g. walls, stairs) and objects of primary interest (e.g. people). Both need
to be reconstructed from a data set taken at various frequencies.
As a starting point, it is assumed that the internal electromagnetic parameters
of the objects are approximately known but their shapes and distributions over the
scenery are unknown.
Due to the unknown topology, any iterative (non-linear) reconstruction technique needs to be capable of automatically capturing topological changes during the
minimization of the data misfit functional. The level set technique is particularly
useful here since it is an implicit representation of shapes, which allows for automatic
topology changes whenever needed.
In the talk, we will describe the level set formulation of the through-the-wall
imaging problem considered here and we will provide some reconstructions which
demonstrate the general features of the proposed technique.
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Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
14:35 - 15:00

Parallel Session 2B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
13:45 - 14:10

Distances to Lattice Points in Rational Polyhedra
Aled Williams
School of Mathematics, Cardiff University

It is well known that finding a solution to an integer linear program (ILP) in general
is NP-complete. Despite this one can obtain an approximation within polynomial
time by solving its related linear program (LP). Because of this it should come as no
surprise that a central problem within this research domain is to estimate the distance from an approximate solution (obtained from solving the LP) to some nearby
feasible integer solution (that solves the ILP). We will use the term (maximum)
vertex distance to denote this distance. During this session we will provide some
worst case upper bounds on the (maximum) vertex distance after making several
assumptions about the underlying integral constraint matrix.

Parallel Session 2B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
14:10 - 14:35

Tightness of Surface Graphs
Qays Shakir
School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway

For integers k ≥ l, a graph is (k, l)-sparse if any subset X of the vertex set V spans
no more than k|X|−l edges. It is (k, l)-tight if it has k|V |−l edges in total. Sparsity
and tightness of graphs have been the subject of much research. For example (k, k)tight graphs are exactly those that can be decomposed into edge-disjoint spanning
trees by a well-known theorem of Nash-Williams and Tuttle. In geometric rigidity
theory, Laman has shown that (2, 3)-tight graphs are precisely those which give rise
to rigid generic bar and joint frameworks in the plane. In geometric graph theory,
certain families of tight graphs arise as contact graphs associated to configurations
of geometric objects.
In this project, we study inductive constructions for graphs that are embedded
in surfaces without edge crossings. In particular, for (2, 2)-tight graphs on a torus
we exhibit a complete inductive construction for such graphs. We also give a geometric application of this result to representations of graphs as contact graphs of
configurations of circular arcs.
References
[1] M. J. Alam et al. Contact graphs of circular arcs, Algorithms and data structure,
Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 9214, Springer, Cham, 2015, pp. 1-13.
[2] G. Laman. On graphs and rigidity of plane skeletal structures, J. Engrg. Math.
4, 1970, 331-340.
[3] B. Mohar, C. Thomassen. Graphs on Surfaces, Johns Hopkins Studies in the
Mathematical Sciences, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 2001.
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Binary Matrix Completion for Recommender Systems
Mel Beckerley
Mathematical Institute, University of Oxford

Recommender systems are an area of great interest in many fields, with applications
including e-commerce, product recommendation and bio-informatics. The most famous example is the Netflix challenge: is it possible to make accurate film recommendations to users based on the preferences of other users? We are particularly
concerned with applications to the area of drug discovery, in particular the challenges
faced by e-therapeutics plc. in identifying positive and negative interactions between
target proteins and potential drug compounds. Increasingly, there is a trend towards
using binary databases for recommendations. In this case, a standard matrix completion, or collaborative filtering, approach can be informed by techniques for binary
matrix factorisation, where the goal is to compress a fully observed database and
identify patterns within it. We explore two algorithms for binary matrix completion;
one based on iterative rank-1 partitioning, and another that incorporates graph side
information.
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Parallel Session 2B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
14:35 - 15:00

Parallel Session 3A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
11:00 - 11:25

Introducing Network Meta Analysis
Laure Ngouanfo1 , Dr Joy Leahy2 , Dr Ali Sheikhi1 , Prof. Cathal Walsh1
1 Health

Research Institute; MACSI & Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Limerick
2 National Centre for Pharmacoeconomics, St James Hospital, Dublin 8

Systematic synthesis of Randomised Control Trials (RCTs) are considered the standard basis for decision making in clinical treatment guidelines and reimbursement
policies, because RCTs are the most reliable source of information on relative treatment effects. However, as RCTs can be, in some cases, highly expensive and time
consuming to carry out, Network Meta Analysis (NMA) has proven to be an objective way to infer conclusions on agents that had never been directly compared
in a trial. Hence, NMA has become a fundamental component in evidence based
medicine to update healthcare guidelines and inform the public on the preferable
choice of regimens with respect to a known condition. NMA is an extension of the
traditional pairwise meta analysis which allows for the comparison of more than
two interventions even if some have not been compared in a head to head trial.
It also provides a tool to rank them accordingly. We choose a Bayesian approach
for inference on the relative effect estimates and their possible range of true values. We review the initial approaches including indirect comparison, the evolution
to Bayesian NMA synthesizing results from multi arm trials, the diffusion of the
method and the underlying assumptions. We build on a recently published tutorial
on examining complex interventions in NMA (Noone et al. 2018) and scrutinize the
impact of additional data on our ability to make inference on the models.

Parallel Session 3A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
11:25 - 11:50

Lung Cancer Clinical Pathway Mining
Emma Aspland
School of Mathematics, Cardiff University

Clinical pathways are an effective and efficient approach in standardising the progression of treatment to support patient care and facilitate clinical decision making. Our review of the related literature highlighted a need to better integrate
data engineering and OR techniques with expert/domain knowledge to assist with
clinical pathway discovery and formation. Consequently, we have produced a decision support tool that facilitates expert interaction with data mining, through the
application of clustering. This has involved the development of a new distance metric, modified from the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, that considers weightings and
groupings of activities as specified by an expert user. The resulting set of pathways
are then automatically translated into the basis of a discrete event simulation to
model patient flows through the captured clinical pathways.
Our research is in partnership with Velindre Cancer Centre, the largest specialist
cancer centre in Wales, and has the overall goal to improve patient care and outcomes
by reducing time to diagnosis and treatment for those with lung cancer.
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Scheduling Blood Donation Clinics to
Match Supply and Demand
Emily P. Williams, Paul R. Harper, Daniel Gartner
School of Mathematics, Cardiff University

Human blood is a scarce resource and its role in healthcare is fundamental,
with donated blood saving the lives of many on a daily basis. The efficiency and
timelines of the collection of blood from donors is crucial to the effectiveness of
the blood supply chain. Working in partnership with the Welsh Blood Service, our
aim is to match supply and demand of blood products, whilst minimising costs and
wastage in the system. We present an integer linear program model that consists
of two stages. The first stage schedules mobile blood donation clinics, considering
over 500 locations, with the objective to minimise the number of clinics scheduled
within the planning horizon. Constraints ensure that clinics are scheduled according
to their estimated supply and the daily demand for blood. The second stage assigns
staff to each scheduled clinic, with the objective of minimising costs. The model is
solved using PuLP - an open source Python package which utilises COIN-OR CLP
to solve the linear program.
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Parallel Session 3A
Alan Turing Building
Room G.107
11:50 - 12:15

Parallel Session 3B
Alan Turing Building
Room G.207
11:00 - 11:25

Moving Mesh Methods for Burgers’ Equation
Róisín Hill1,2 , Niall Madden2
1 roisin.hill@nuigalway.ie
2 School

of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway

We consider the numerical solution, by finite element methods, of differential
equations whose solutions exhibit layer-type phenomena. Our model problem is
Burgers’ equation, formulated as
ut = εuxx −

u2 
, for x ∈ (0, 1), t > 0,
2 x

(1a)

subject to the boundary conditions,
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0,

(1b)

and the initial condition,
u(x, 0) = sin(2πx) +

1
sin(πx).
2

(1c)

When the positive real parameter ε is small, the solution is initially smooth, but a
shock develops over time. This motivates us to develop algorithms that automatically generate adaptive meshes, based on a posteriori information, which evolve over
time to concentrate the mesh points in the shock region. The main challenges in
achieving this are
(i) estimating errors in the computed solution,
(ii) using those error estimates to drive a (non-linear) mesh adaption algorithm,
and
(iii) solve the non-linear adaptivity problem.
In this presentation we will concentrate on a moving mesh partial differential
equation (MMPDE) [1] method to generate the adaptive meshes. This method relies
on solving a non-linear parabolic differential equation. Each resulting mesh is usually
dependent on estimates of the error in the numerical solution of (1) calculated on
that mesh. We will show why parabolic differential equations, such as the heat
equation, are suitable for generating a posteriori adaptive meshes.
We will demonstrate the implementation of these meshes for Burgers’ equation
in FEniCS, a open-source platform for solving partial differential equations [2].
Supported by the Irish Research Council (GOIPG/2017/463).
References
[1] W. Huang, R. D. Russell, (2011). Adaptive moving mesh methods, volume 174
of Applied Mathematical Sciences. Springer, New York.
[2] H. P. Langtangen, A. Logg (2016). Solving PDEs in Minutes—The FEniCS
Tutorial Volume I. Springer.
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Stability of Charge-Controlled Soft Dielectric Plates
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1 School
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2 Istituto TeCip, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna
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Dielectric materials are smart materials that deform elastically in the presence of an
electric field. They have potential applications in devices such as artificial muscles
and soft robotics, where there is demand for materials that can undergo repeated
large deformations.
We investigate the case of a soft dielectric plate deformed by the coupled effects
of a mechanical pre-stress applied on its lateral faces and an electric field applied
through its thickness under charge-controlled actuation, where the electric field is
created by spraying charges on the major faces of the plate. Although in practice
this mode of actuation is harder to achieve than a voltage-driven deformation, here
we find that it turns out to be much more stable in theory. We show that the
geometric instability associated with the formation of small-amplitude wrinkles on
the faces of the plate that arises under voltage control does not occur in this case.
Further, using Finite Element simulations, we find that the actuation is limited by a
breakdown due to inhomogeneous fields developing close to the clamps of the plate.
Supported by a Goverment of Ireland Postgraduate Scholarship from the Irish Research Council (Project GOIPG/2016/712).

The analysis of Bending Thin Periodically Perforated Plates
Robert Bishop
School of Mathematics, Cardiff University

We rigorously derive the correct Γ-limit that describes the energy of a thin,
periodically perforated elastic plate as the period of the perforations and thickness
of the plate tend to zero simultaneously. The limit energy functional is obtained
via simultaneous homogenisation and dimension reduction from the fully non-linear
elastic energy functional for a 3D perforated elastic plate. The limit of the bending
energy regime studied results in Kirchhoff’s nonlinear model for plates. The form of
the limit homogenised functional depends on the scaling between the period of the
perforations and the thickness of the plate.
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Capturing the Quasi-Stationary Distribution within a
Deterministic Framework for Stochastic SIS Dynamics
Christopher Overton
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Liverpool

The stochastic SIS model represents an important class of epidemic dynamics, and
is thought to accurately represent various processes, such as the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases and computer viruses.
A feature of this model is the existence of a single absorbing state, corresponding to the disease free state, to which the system will always converge for finite
population sizes and disease transmission parameters.
There has been a long history of deterministic representations of the SIS model.
Relating these models to the stochastic dynamics frequently makes use of mean-field
assumptions, which are derived from the infinite population limit. These models provide useful theoretical insight but do not feature the absorbing state, and therefore
it is hard to link the insights back to the stochastic model.
In this work we develop novel methods to account for the absorbing state of
the stochastic SIS model within a deterministic framework. We do this by deriving
a deterministic approximation to the quasi-stationary distribution (QSD) of the
model; i.e. the long-term steady state behaviour conditional on not having reached
the absorbing state. In particular, we build a system of population level equations,
which when solved provide an accurate and efficient approximation to the QSD of
the Markovian network-based SIS model for a large range of networks and parameter
sets.
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An n-Dimensional Rosenbrock Distribution
for MCMC Testing
Filippo Pagani
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

The Rosenbrock function is a ubiquitous benchmark problem for numerical optimisation, and variants have been proposed to test the performance of Markov Chain
Monte Carlo algorithms.
In this work we discuss the two-dimensional Rosenbrock density, its current ndimensional extensions, and their advantages and limitations. We then propose
our own extension to arbitrary dimensions, which is engineered to preserve the key
features of the density – such as the curved correlation structure – and is analytically
tractable.
We conclude with numerical experiments that show how a naively tuned Random
Walk fails to to give a representative sample in reasonable time, and how even a
Simplified Manifold MALA algorithm struggles on this target.
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Ultra-Slow Aggregation Due To
Space Dependent Fractional Exponents
Daniel Han
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

We find the asymptotic representation of the solution of the variable-order fractional
diffusion equation, which remains unsolved since it was proposed in [Checkin A. V.
et. al., J. Phys. A, 2005]. We identify a new advection term that causes ultra-slow
spatial aggregation of subdiffusive particles due to dominance over the standard
advection and diffusion terms, in the long-time limit. This uncovers the anomalous
mechanism by which non-uniform distributions can occur. We perform experiments
on intracellular lysosomal distributions and Monte Carlo simulations and find good
agreement between the asymptotic solution, particle histograms and experiments.
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Projection Methods for Weak Constraint
Variational Data Assimilation
Daniel L. H. Green, Dr Melina Freitag
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Bath

Weak constraint four-dimensional variational data assimilation is an important method
for incorporating data (typically observations) into a model. The resulting minimisation process takes place in a space of large dimension. In this talk, we present
projection methods for reducing this dimension, in particular we apply balanced
truncation, and introduce randomised projection methods to the problem. Numerical experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of applying these projection methods
when compared to solving the full-sized system.
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Local & Global Implications of Multiple Time-Scale
Interactions: Bifurcations of Mixed-Mode Oscillatory
Dynamics
Panagiotis Kaklamos
School of Mathematics, The University of Edinburgh

In this work, we consider multi-parameter three-dimensional systems of ordinary
differential equations which exhibit dynamics in three distinct time scales, namely
one fast, one intermediate and one slow time-scale. In particular, we study the case
where a one-dimensional S-shaped supercritical manifold is immersed into a twodimensional S-shaped critical manifold in a symmetric manner. The symmetry is
induced by the particular choice of the RHS; the fast differential equation is cubic
with respect to the fast variable but linear with respect to the intermediate variable,
and the intermediate differential equation is linear with respect to every variable.
A representative example of such systems is the Koper-model for chemical reactions
with three time-scales. We employ geometric singular perturbation theory and geometric desingularization (blowup) techniques in order to explore the phenomena
that are introduced locally by the interaction of the three time-scales, and we show
that the nature of the mixed-mode oscillations in the three time-scale limit differs
from the two time-scale case. Moreover, we illustrate how the global geometrical
picture is affected by multi-parameter perturbations and what implications this has
for the global dynamics of the system, e.g. we show the existence of multiple epochs
of small-amplitude oscillations which are more robust than in the case of two-time
scales. We also address the question of if and how the behaviour of the system
depends on the ratio of the two coefficients ε and δ which determine the separation
between the three time-scales.
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A dual Inverse Scaling and Squaring
Algorithm for the Matrix Logarithm
Massimiliano Fasi
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

The inverse scaling and squaring method is a popular technique for computing
the logarithm of dense matrices of moderate size. In essence, the algorithm performs three steps: first it takes square roots of the input matrix until the spectrum
of the scaled matrix is within the unit disk centered at one, then it evaluates a
Padé approximant of suitable degree, and finally reverts the initial square roots by
exploiting a well-known property of the matrix logarithm. We revisit this algorithm
and propose an alternative technique to carry out the intermediate approximation
step. In particular, we investigate the possibility of replacing the evaluation of a
Padé approximant to the logarithm with the solution of a matrix equation of the
form r(X) = A, where r is a rational approximant to the exponential. Experimental results show that if the method used to solve this matrix equation is tailored so
as to exploit symmetries in the coefficients of numerator and denominator of these
rational functions, the resulting algorithm is as accurate as existing alternatives but
yields a lower asymptotic computational cost.
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Multi-Defect Modelling of Bridge Deterioration
Gareth Calvert1 , Luis Neves1 , John Andrews1 , Matthew Hamer2
1 University

of Nottingham
Rail

2 Network

Bridge Management Systems (BMS) are decision support tools that have gained
widespread use across the bridge asset management industry. The Whole Life Cycle
Cost (WLCC) modelling of a BMS is typically comprised of two main components:
a deterioration model and a decision model. An accurate deterioration model is
fundamental to any quality decision output.
There are examples of deterministic and stochastic models for predictive deterioration modelling in the literature, however the condition of a bridge in these models
is considered as an ‘overall’ condition which is either the worst condition or some
summation of all the defects present. This research proposes a stochastic bridge
deterioration model which computes deterioration profiles for several distinct defect
modes on a bridge.
The deterioration model is a Markov Chain but considering that the length of the
inspection interval varies significantly, traditional time-based data fitting techniques
are unsuitable. The deterioration rates for each of the defects is estimated using a
method of maximum likelihood applied to panel data. A portfolio of 9, 726 masonry railway bridges, with an average of 2.47 inspections per bridge, in the United
Kingdom is the case study considered.
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Going with the Flow in Tendon
Ben Calverley
The University of Manchester, School of Mathematics

Collagen fibrils come in a range of sizes. They can be broadly categorised into 3
different families. The distribution of these sizes varies markedly over the course of a
24 hour circadian cycle. We use mathematical modelling from areas such as continuum mechanics and discrete exterior calculus to examine the mechanical properties
of the tendon and how they are affected by these circadian variations. From this
micro-scale data we can examine macro-scale properties of the tissue.
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Modelling Bioabsorbable Polymers for
Use in Medical Applications
Aoife Hill1 , Michel Destrade2 , William Ronan1
1 Biomechanics
2 School

Research Centre, National University of Ireland, Galway
of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, National University of
Ireland, Galway

Bioabsorbable polymers offer powerful alternatives to various clinical applications,
providing temporary devices that slowly degrade as healing takes place. Mathematical modelling of these materials can offer important insight for device design, a task
complicated by many underlying complex degradation mechanisms.
In the poster, we present a kinetic scission model that captures changes in the
polymer properties as degradation takes place, motivated by existing models [1,2].
When placed in an aqueous medium, water hydrolyses ester bonds throughout polymer chains, causing chains to split. Acidic degradation products can build-up in the
material and accelerate the hydrolytic degradation, i.e., autocatalysis. Assuming a
closed system, the degradation mechanism is modelled as follows:
dCa
= kh Ce + ka Ce Ca0.5 ,
dt

(2)

where Ca is the concentration of acidic degradation products, Ce is the concentration of ester bonds, and kh and ka are the reaction rates of simple hydrolysis and
autocatalysis, respectively. A representative polymer chain distribution is generated and scissions are performed on chains at random, with the number of scissions
to be performed in a time step calculated using (2). This provides predictions for
the evolution of the molecular weight distribution of bioabsorbable polymers as a
function of degradation time. An entropy-spring theory [3] is also implemented in
the model to provide insight into the evolution of Young’s modulus of the system.
Finally, we calibrate the model using experimental data for in vitro degradation of
a poly(lactide-co-glycolide) film [4].
Supported by the Irish Research Council, GOIPG/2018/2697.
References
[1] Wang, Y., Pan, J., Han, X., Sinka, C., and Ding, L. Biomaterials, 29(23):3393–
3401, 2008.
[2] Shirazi, R. N., Ronan, W., Rochev, Y., and McHugh, P. J. Mech. Behav.
Biomed. Mater., 54:48–59, 2016.
[3] Wang, Y., Han, X., Pan, J., and Sinka, C. J. Mech. Behav. Biomed. Mater.,
3(1):14–21, 2010.
[4] Shirazi, R. N., Aldabbagh, F., Erxleben, A., Rochev, Y., and McHugh, P. Acta
Biomaterialia, 10(11):4695–4703, 2014.
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Tightness of Surface Graphs
Qays Shakir
School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway

For integers k ≥ l, a graph is (k, l)-sparse if any subset X of the vertex set V spans
no more than k|X|−l edges. It is (k, l)-tight if it has k|V |−l edges in total. Sparsity
and tightness of graphs have been the subject of much research. For example (k, k)tight graphs are exactly those that can be decomposed into edge-disjoint spanning
trees by a well-known theorem of Nash-Williams and Tuttle. In geometric rigidity
theory, Laman has shown that (2, 3)-tight graphs are precisely those which give rise
to rigid generic bar and joint frameworks in the plane. In geometric graph theory,
certain families of tight graphs arise as contact graphs associated to configurations
of geometric objects.
In this project, we study inductive constructions for graphs that are embedded
in surfaces without edge crossings. In particular, for (2, 2)-tight graphs on a torus
we exhibit a complete inductive construction for such graphs. We also give a geometric application of this result to representations of graphs as contact graphs of
configurations of circular arcs.
References
[1] M. J. Alam et al. Contact graphs of circular arcs, Algorithms and data structure,
Lecture Notes in Comput. Sci., vol. 9214, Springer, Cham, 2015, pp. 1-13.
[2] G. Laman. On graphs and rigidity of plane skeletal structures, J. Engrg. Math.
4, 1970, 331-340.
[3] B. Mohar and C. Thomassen. Graphs on Surfaces, Johns Hopkins Studies in the
Mathematical Sciences, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD, 2001.
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A New Microstructural Strain Energy Function for the
Hyperelastic Modelling of Skin
James Haughton
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

Skin, tendons, arteries and the cornea, for example, are all fibrous soft tissues
that are essential to normal mammalian function. Developing accurate mathematical models of soft tissue deformation would have applications in fields such as surgery
– during which soft tissues can be subjected to large, non-physiological stresses –
skincare and animation. Phenomenological models of soft tissue deformation can
fit to experimental data well. However, in microstructural models we also gain insights into how the constituents of a soft tissue, and their arrangement, influence its
macroscopic behaviour. We introduce a new tractable, microstructural model of skin
deformation which assumes that fibres of a protein called collagen are, individually,
linearly elastic and possess a triangular distribution of crimp, that is, waviness. We
test the new model’s efficacy by fitting it to four uniaxial tensile tests of skin. Additionally, we use the Bayesian statistical techniques Markov Chain Monte Carlo and
Approximate Bayesian Computation to obtain posterior probability distributions
for the new model’s parameters.
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A Computational Approach to Link Spatiotemporal Dynamics
of Cells with Protein Expression at the Single Cell Level
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Jessica E. Forsyth1,2 , Dr Simon Cotter1 , Dr Berenika Plusa2
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of Mathematics, The University of Manchester
of Biology, Medicine and Health, The University of Manchester

During development of the mammalian embryo prior to implantation, cells are
coordinated and specified in a robust manner without any previous cues or determinants from the mother. Prior to implantation, three cell lineages are formed. One of
these lineages, the epiblast, is pluripotent, meaning these cells can go on to form any
cell type required within the body. How pluripotency is established and maintained
is still unknown, but it is clear that environmental and temporal cues play some
role. Therefore we must be able to extract spatiotemporal information at the single
cell level from this system.
We are working to develop a method to match cell centres across different imaging
techniques. Cell centres can be extracted from final frames of live imaging studies,
and subsequent protein analysis images of the same embryos. This provides two cell
centre datasets which can be used to match single cells between the two studies.
Currently we are utilising MCMC methods to explore a parameter space describing
an affine transformation between the two cell centre datasets. Due to the complexity
of the state space, we are using Simulated Tempering to ensure full exploration of the
state space and minimise the risk of solution trapping. We are now moving towards
a Gibbs sampling approach whereby we can perform sampling on potential permutations of the data sets to achieve a true probabilistic mapping of cells between studies.

Computing Matrix Functions in
Arbitrary Precision Arithmetic
Massimiliano Fasi, Prof. Nicholas J. Higham
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

In some applications, results computed in IEEE double precision arithmetic are
not sufficiently accurate and higher precision is needed, often due to ill conditioned
or badly scaled problems. Yet in other situations, single or even half precision is
sufficient. The number of programming languages supporting arbitrary precision
arithmetic, either natively or via dedicated libraries, is increasing, and includes
C++, Julia, MATLAB and Python. Here, we present algorithms for computing the
matrix logarithm and the matrix exponential in arithmetic of arbitrary precision.
The algorithms adapt their underlying approximations to the precision through the
use of rigorous error bounds. We explain, in particular, the algorithmic issues that
arise in working at precisions higher than double.
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Compartmentalised Signalling of
Intracellular Calcium in Plants
Hayley Mills, Prof. Rüdiger Thul, Dr Darren Wells
University of Nottingham

Calcium signals are a key component of numerous cellular processes in plants, from
growth to adaptation to adverse environmental conditions. These subcellular signalling pathways often result in gene transcription and hence the expression of traits
on a whole plant scale. These traits often have a formidable influence on crop
productivity, for example, the immune response triggered by detection of external
pathogens is encoded through transient calcium elevations of a specific amplitude,
duration and periodicity.
Along with typical cytosolic calcium signals it has been found that, for certain
processes, this patterning is generated autonomously within the nucleus by means
of the coordinated flux of ions between nuclear compartments across the adjoining
peri-nuclear membrane. We develop a novel 3-dimensional spatiotemporal model of
nuclear plant calcium dynamics to provide a greater understanding of the mechanisms of signal generation and resulting patterning within the cell. The results of
which have the potential to direct crop optimization strategies of the future.
A Green’s function approach is adopted in solving the coupled partial differential
equations for the reactions and diffusion of calcium, which allows us to propagate
concentrations forward in space and time. Using this method, our equations within
each compartment are first solved semi-analytically. This has the advantage of reducing numerical complexity and provides a framework for computationally inexpensive
simulations.
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Application of Optimal Market-Making Models
Zubier Arfan, Dr Paul Johnson
School of Mathematics, The University of Manchester

A market-maker’s task is to provide liquidity on an exchange, and in doing so they
are able to make a profit on the spread in an asset price. The terms offered by
the exchange obligate the market-maker to be present on both sides of the limitorder-book throughout the trading day. This obligation exposes the market-maker
to inventory risk as well as the risk of adverse price movements. There has been
a lot of interest in this topic from an economic perspective and a mathematical
perspective. We focus on mathematical models of the limit-order-book that create
an optimal market-making strategy. Our work applies the popular model proposed
by Gueant, testing it on real limit-order-book data. We deal with the ambiguity of
limit-order priority in back-testing by considering optimistic and pessimistic priority
scenarios. We also describe how to best calibrate the liquidity parameters from real
data that are to be used in solving the partial differential equation which provides the
optimal bid-ask quotes for a given time and inventory level. The preliminary results
find that the model outperforms a naive strategy with respect to mean returns and
variance. We also find that the model can be tailored easily to suit the risk appetite
of a market-maker.
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Hidden Security Threats and How to Find Them
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Ben A. Wilson, Prof. Paul D. Ledger
College of Engineering, Swansea University

The location and identification of hidden conducting security threats in metal detection is an important yet difficult task, with applications ranging from food production to finding landmines and unexploded ordnance all of which rely on finding
hidden targets. Current approaches to metal detection use simple thresholding and
are incapable of determining an object’s size, shape and material properties. Key to
our approach is the ability to express the perturbed magnetic field in a simple way,
in order to characterise an object’s shape and material properties by a small number
of parameters through a magnetic polarizability tensor (MPT) [1]. This reduces the
inverse problem to identifying the hidden object from measured MPT coefficients.
In the PhD project, we are interested in employing dictionary-based machine learning (ML) classifiers to identify a hidden object from the measured MPT coefficients.
At this early stage, we have not explored the best choice of ML algorithm, but the
classifier will be informed by a dictionary of MPT coefficients that can be computed
in an off-line stage for different shaped objects. The poster will describe our approach and will focus on how the dictionary of MPT coefficients can be computed
using finite elements for different shaped objects and why the MPT’s eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are ideal features for an ML algorithm.
References
[1] P. D. Ledger and W. R. B. Lionheart. An explicit formula for the magnetic polarizability tensor for object characterization, IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens.,
vol. 56, no. 6, pp. 3520-3533, June 2018.

Modelling Unstable Mixing of Two Viscous Fluids with
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
Georgina Reece, Benedict D. Rogers, Steven Lind, Georgios Fourtakas
School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, The University of Manchester

Mixing of viscous fluids occurs in many industrial settings. However, the ability
to measure the degree of mixing can vary in difficulty, in terms of both logistics
and hazards. A numerical model can easily compute these measurements, as well as
reducing the cost of repeated experiments. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
is an ideal method to use, since its meshless nature allows it to naturally follow the
large deformations and changing interfaces that are key to these applications. The
computational model is based on the open-source SPH solver DualSPHysics [1].
SPH discretises a fluid as a set of moving points which have material properties. These particles interact through an interpolation over a surrounding radius,
weighted by a kernel function. This interpolation integral is discretised as a sum of
contributions of neighbouring particles.
To model more than one viscosity, the code is adapted so that each particle has
a viscosity variable associated with it, rather than having a single value of viscosity
over the whole fluid. The viscous term in the governing equations must also be
changed to accept different viscosities from each of the two particles interacting.
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The model has been verified against the two-phase Poiseuille flow case. The
velocity profile along the channel compares well to the analytical solution. Instabilities at the interface were also found to appear under the same conditions found in
perturbation analysis in the literature.
References
[1] A. J. C. Crespo et al., Dualsphysics: Open-source parallel CFD solver based on
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH). Comput. Phys. Commun., 187:204–
216 (2015).
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